YEAR 4 In
Brief

W/C MONDAY 17th OctoBER 2016

Our Core Subject Learning Focuses

MATHS

LAST WEEK: We focused on equivalent fractions and noticing the relationships between them. We will be
learnt how to show equivalent fractions through diagrams and pictures. During the week, the children also
explored fractions of numbers.
THIS WEEK: We are looking at co-ordinates. Initially we will be looking at positive numbers but as the week
progresses, we will challenge ourselves with additional quadrants to plot in.
Our targets for this week are:
• I can read co-ordinates correctly using the x and y axis
• I can plot correctly on a quadrant
• I can apply the same rules to negative numbers when reading and plotting

ENGLISH
LAST WEEK: We completed our imitation of Pie Corbett’s The Mystery of The Hare and The Moon. We
developed our editing and improving skills by adding additional description as well as up-levelling
vocabulary and sentences to a higher standard.
THIS WEEK: We will be creating our own Traditional Tales to include our own moral. We will use the basic
structure from Pie Corbett but will be inventing our own tale for our ‘hot task.’ As the week progresses we
will produce a newspaper article based on the public argument between Mr Finch and Mrs Carr after
assembly on Thursday (don’t worry, folks, it was all staged!) Our targets this week are:
• I can correctly structure my traditional tale
• I can use description to create imagery for the reader
• I can include a moral throughout my tale.

IPC
THIS WEEK: We will be using maps to plot different countries.

SCIENCE
THIS WEEK: The children will be finding out what a sound is and how it travels.

ICT
THIS WEEK: We will be contributing to the Year 4 Wiki sites through research and sharing of ideas.

Last week’s Year 4 Learning Legends
were Tereza N and Joshua H for their
continued enthusiasm towards their
learning! They are both so kind to
the other members of the Year
Group. Congratulations!

FRIDAY – Homework set
MONDAY – Spelling homework
and Reading Records due.
TUESDAY – New spellings set.
WEDNESDAY – Homework due

Next week is half term – we
hope that you and all the
children have a restful break.

